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Senate vote expected
on appropriations bill
By Lorraine Jimrton
Alft. Managing Kdllor
Amended House Bill 155. the
educational appropriations bill for
Ohio's state universities, may reach
the Ohio Senate floor for a final vote
before the end of the coming week,
according to University President
Hollis Moore Jr.
The bill, which has been passed by
the Ohio House of Representatives,
would increase the University's state
subsidy by 13 million, increasing
appropriation by 13 per cent. Dr.
Moore said

OlUOy

Sue Scan, •ephemera (AAS), take* a breali frem final, studying and enjoy* a
|_ _ _ _ |^ warm day or Ottawa Park in Toledo. (Newsphoto by Usa Venner)

BUT SINCE student fees would
remain the same, it only would amount
to an eight per cent increase in
operating revenue, he said About 40
per cent of the education budget is
generated by student tuition and fees
Dr Moore said he had hoped for a 10
per cenl increase in the appropriation
The money would be used in operations
areas such as the University Library
and for instructional media purposes,
he said
Dr Moore was to have testified this
week about the bill before the Senate
Finance Committee, which will make
recommendations before the entire
Senate votes on It At the time he was
called to testily, the Senate had not
heard any
testimony from
representatives of higher education,
Dr Moore said
However. Dr Moore was notified
yesterday that his testimony was
canceled

Farm prices seen os cause
of wholesale price increase
WASHINGTON
I API-Wholesale
prices rose (our tenths ol one per cent
in May with most of the increase
caused by higher farm prices, chiefly
livestock, the Labor Department
reported yesterday
Although still high by historical
standards, the increase was moderate

I

when compared with April's 15 per
cent jump in prices and increases
throughout most ol 1974
THE REPORT indicated that retail
prices are likely to remain stable lor at
least the next several months as the
economy begins to emerge Irom the
recession

Paper drive
moved to July

Ford administration officials said
the April price surge was temporary
and May's moderate increase tended to
confirm this

Because area paper company
I stockpiles have reached capacity.
the News will be unable to hold a
"Save The News" paper drive this
weekend
However, the News will try to
hold a paper drive sometime in
July. Announcement ol that drive
will be published in the summer
edition ol the News

Despite an upturn in farm prices that
began in April, industrial prices have
remained stable, rising only two-tenths
of one per cent in May following
increases of one-tenth of one per cent
in each of the previous two months
ECONOMISTS REGARD industrial
prices as a more sensitive barometer
of inflation because they fluctuate less
than farm prices and therefore have

more ol an impact on the overall price
structure.
The one potentially ominous note in
the price report was a 1 9 per cent
jump in crude materials This was the
second consecutive monthly increase
in crude materials and could be an
early sign ol inllationary pressure
building again
The May wholesale price increase
works out to an annual rate ol 4 8 per
cent Wholesale prices rose 20 9 per
cent in 1974
OVER THE past three months,
wholesale prices rose at an annual rate
ol 5.5 per cent, compared with a 7.7 per
cent rate ol decline in the preceding
three-month period
At the retail level, consumer prices
reported over the last three months
rose at an annual rate of 5.8 per cent
sharplv below the 12.2 per cent rise in
1974

After eight year closure

Egypt reopens canal
ABOARD AL HORIYA. Suez Canal
I API-Leading a convoy of Egyptian
ships dwarfed by a big American
cruiser.
President Anwar Sadat
reopened the Suez Canal yesterday
after eight years of war and uneasy
peace
Dressed in the white unilorm of an
admiral, Sadat led the ceremonial
convoy on the bridge of the Egyptian
destroyer October 6. named for the
date on which Egyptian troops stormed
across the Suez Canal in 1973 to
recapture part of the east bank
Sailors, teen-agers and aging
boatmen in white turbans jammed
small boats to follow the convoy
MANY HUNG from the rigging or
perched on top of masts chanting
Sadat' Sadat'" Crowds lining the
canal banks clapped and danced to the
rhythm of reed (lutes and leather
drums
"I have been leeling very happy
since the moment I arrived in Port
Said." Sadat told a reporter aboard his
destroyer. "...It has been one of the
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happiest moments ol my life when we
started transiting the canal again after
eight years"
The 18.500-ton guided-missile cruiser
Little Rock, a flagship of the U.S. 6th
Fleet, became the first foreign
warship to sail the strategic waterway
since it was closed by Arab-Israeli hostilities in 1967.
The reopening was timed to coincide
with the anniversary ol the June 1967
six-day war. which brought Israeli
troops to the east bank of Suez Canal
and forced Egypt to close it.
ASKED WHETHER nonstrategic
cargoes bound lor Israel would be
permitted to pass the canal. Sadat
said: "This question of cargoes is not a
problem The real question is, are we
going to continue the peace process or
not?"
In Tel Aviv, however, Transport
Minister Gad Yaacobi said Egypt had
made a written pledge to the United
Slates as part of the 1S74 IsraeliEgyptian disengagement agreement to
permit Israeli-bound cargoes through.
In another development. Arab
terrorist rockets hit an empty Israeli
kindergarten in the Qiryat Shmonah
settlement near the Lebanese border,
setting off a few fires and wounding a
civilian, the Israeli command
reported.
Steaming down the Suez, the USS
Little Rock towered over the two lead
destroyers, both Soviet-built.
"The sight of the Little Rock in canal
waters will make insurance carriers

very nappy." said
admiral looking on

one

Retail prices tend to follow changes
at the wholesale level, though not
precisely and usually with time lags
In May, wholesale farm prices rose
an adjusted 2 9 per cent following an
increase of 6.7 per cent in April
Processed foods and feeds declined
nine-tenths of one per cent in May after
rising 3 5 per cent in April
A 14 1 per cent jump in livestock
prices led the increase at the farm
level
CONSUMER FOODS-basically the
prices paid by supermarketsincreased 1.8 per cent, compared with
2.6 per cent in April.
Wholesale prices in May were 11.7
per cent higher than a year ago. the
smallest increase lor any 12-month
period since 1973. Industrial prices
advanced 13.2 per cent over the year,
larm prices rose two per cent and
processed (oods and leeds climbed 12 6
per cent
The wholesale price index in May
stood at 173.2. meaning that it cost
$173.20 to buy goods that $100
purchased in the 1967 base year.

All formal testimony on the bill has
been stopped and amendments to the
bill will be introduced at the beginning
of the week, according to Dr Moore
"I'm disappointed that we have not
had this chance for formal testimony,''
he said
But on May 28, all state university
presidents, chairmen of the Boards of
Trustees and the Chancellor of the
Ohio Board of Regents lOBRi spoke to
some members of the Senate Finance
Committee about Amended House Bill
155 They included Sen Oliver O'Casik
iD-Akron). senate majority leader.
Sen Harry Meshel iDYoungstownl
and Sen
Morris Jackson (DCleveland), assistant senate majority
leader
HAD HE BEEN able to testily
belore the committee. Dr Moore said
he would have pushed lor elimination
ol the ceiling on the general lee.
Dr. Moore said he would have
suggested raising the ceiling to $75 as
an alternative to eliminating it
altogether
The University Board ol Trustees
recently lowered the general lee to $39
and imposed a 'facility fee of JIT
raising the total amount of fee money
generated for next year to $56
According to Dr. Moore, Amended
House Bill 155 would prohibit the
Boards ol Trustees ol the state
universities from enacting more than
two lees-the general lee and the
instructional fee uniformly lor
students This casts doubt on the
validity ol the facility fee imposed by
the Board of Trustees, he added

Dr Moore said he would like to see
such constraints on the board done
away with
Dr Moore said he had planned on
informing the senate of the ways in
which the University must reduce the
quality of teaching if the appropriation
is not sufficient
FOR EXAMPLE. Dr Moore said
students may be unable to perform
their own experiments in biology and
chemistry classes without the needed
funds
Dr Moore also said he is worried
about the financial dangers of a cash
flow problem on the part of the state
government because the University
would not receive its subsidy on an
even schedule
Some months the University would
receive no subsidy and other months it
would receive twice its usual
allotment, he said
Dr. Moore also said he is concerned
about the issue of ending athletic
scholarships for
non-citizens.
However, there is a growing
movement to provide athletic
scholarships only in the case ol need,
he said, and the issue ol non-citizen
scholarships may be "a useless fight,"
he said.
Dr. Moore said he believes there
probably will be amendments on every
point of the bill, particularly the
general lee. and he hopes they are
"helpful "
University alumni have been
contacted in an ellort to muster their
help in getting a favorable version of
the bill passed by the senate. Dr
Moore said.

HRA denied fee monies
By Mark Dodosk
News Editor
Three members ol the Human
Rights Alliance (HKAI are
protesting the decision of
University President Hollis Moore
Jr. to deny HRA $1,500 it was
promised in general lee dollars
while
giving Intercollegiate
Athletics a $35,000 general lee increase
Dr. Moore submitted the linal
general tee allocation budget to the
University's Board ol Trustees. The
budget excluded HRA from
receiving the $1,500 Budget request
it was promised by the Advisory
Committee on the University
Educational Budget
Meanwhile, Dr. Moore decided to
give Intercollegiate Athletics a total
budget os $716,015, or $36,015 more
than the Advisory Committee on
General Fee Allocations (ACGFA1
had given the athletic budget.
THE TRUSTEES approved the
budget with Dr. Moore's changes on
May 15. The lact that HRA had
requested funds did not appear on
that budget
In March, ACGFA had denied
HRA its $3,515 budget request after

the alliance appeared before that
committee. The vote against HRA
was 10-0 with one abstention
However, the educational budget
committee in a 6-5 vote decided in
an April meeting to recommend
that the alliance receive $1,500 in
general fee dollars based upon the
$56 per quarter general lee level.
The 6-5 vote was a tied vote until
Dr. Michael Ferrari, vice president
ol resource planning and committee
chairman, voted to fund the group
"Given the presentation they
(HRA I made to the budget
committee, I was persuaded by the
purpose ol the group and decide that
they deserved funding," Dr. Ferrari
said Tuesday in explaining why he
voted in Hit As favor
HE LABELED the group's $1,500
allocation as "seed money that
would be appropriate for a group to
get it started with."
HRA members David Shevin and
Stewart
Lachman,
graduate
students, and Dr Harold Buyer
assistant professor ol political
science, in a June 2 letter to Dr.
Moore questioned Dr. Moore's
rationale lor his decision.
• To page four

American

"BUT IT'S not making those guys
very happy." he said, pointing to two
Soviet admirals.
Sadat opened the canal at Port Said,
its Mediterranean gateway, belore
boarding the October 6 lor the 45-mile
cruise to Ismailia, the hallway point.
A simple 10-minute ceremony
underlined economic austerity in a
postwar Egypt plagued by lack of a
permanent Arab-Israeli peace
Speaking briefly. Sadat said: "We
are reopening the canal to friendly
nations and peaceful people This rich
Egyptian soil is still under occupation
and people are still suffering.''
It was the closest he came to
mentioning the presence of Israeli
troops in the Sinai Desert, only 15
miles away But on the eve ol the canal
reopening. Israel had unilaterally
thinned out troops in the Sinai Desert
in an apparent peace gesture.

Last issue
Today's issue of the News is the final
publication ol spring quarter.
The News will be published once a
week beginning June 26 during summer
quarter. Mark Glover, junior IB.A.I.
will be summer editor. Summer
editorial staff positions are posted at
the News offices, 106 University Hall
The News will resume publication
lour days per week beginning fall
quarter

I
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Photographers often take great pain* te get a shot, and Steve Hansen, senior
(»•*•) '» "* exception. Here he shares the swing with his suofect at Bowling
Green's dry park. (Newsphoto by Uee Venner)
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good food for thought
apathetic voters
can't complain
II seems obvious that University students really do not care about city
government as much as they claim to.
The results of Tuesday's Democratic primary election, held to
determine which two of four candidates will run in the November
election for council-at-large and the fourth ward council seat, were
discouraging
Of 320 students who are registered to vote in Bowling Great, only three
on campus persons actually did so.
The low voter turnout indicates an extremely apathetic attitude of
students toward city government affairs. Only when students become
personally involved in local governing policies do they make an attempt
to voice opinions
Students can save themselves the trouble of registering to vote if they
are going to allow the voting privilege to pass them by.
Demands by students for changes in city government and city policies
will be overlooked by the legislators if students do not take the initiative
to cast election ballots.
Students have no right to complain about the way their demands are
met by city officials if they cannot show concern by voting.

BOSTON-Art Danfortk of the
Cooperative League of the USA will
tell you that the mortality rate of coops relying entirely on volunteer labor
is very high. IS per cent per year or
more is his estimate. Running a mull
buying club demands at least minimal
knowledge of the grocery business
The new wave of co-ops. however,
comes from people to whom the
principle of shared work,
responsibility and decision making is
as important as cheap, wholesome
food
Even those who don't go so far as to
speak about the co-op as an
"alternative structure'' think of it as a
tool for service and social change that
can't realize itself by attracting people
to it only in the role of customers.
The Common Market Food Co-op of
Denver. Colorado, is trying to combine
the stability and competence of paid
staff without killing off the
voluntarism This Denver Co-op claims
1.600 active family members who are
required to do an average of one hour
of work per month per adu.l at the
store They do the relative unskilled
work about the place, and so that they
do it with some efficiency they work
side by side with five full- or part-time
employes

anyway, the oldies-but-not-goldies can
only carry a few items at a time so it
costs too much to process their little
orders

Nicholas
voi Holfmit

THE STORE, WHICH hopes to do
about 12 million worth of business in
the coming 12-month period, has
another 26 full- or part-time people
who handle all money or are
"engaged in what we euphemistically
call management." This Last Is a quote
from Larry Hotz who with Kathy De
Paola are the Common Market's
executives
Everybody in the place is paid,
according to seniority, anywhere from
12 81 to S3 92 an hour, with Kathy and
Larry getting a flat HO.OOO-a-year
salary (or their 80-hour weeks
Art Danforth believes this
arrangement should provide enough
continuity and competence to give the
Common Market a better than average
chance for survival. I In case you want
to learn about the tricks and pitfalls of
starting up and running a co-op. you
can write Art at 1828 L St. N W . Suite
1100. Washington. DC 20036 I
The Common Market is located in a
middling-sized {8.500 square feet, five
checkout counters) store in the inner
city The rent is cheap and the fixtures
only cost the Co-op $5,000 because they
took the place off the hands of
Safeway, which in good capitalist
fashion dumps any facility whose
profits come in under the corporationwide curve
There are a lot of old people with
incomes too small lo make them
desirable Safeway customers They
live in run-down hotels where they
have few food storage facilities and.

THE CO-OP IS seeking to serve the
older people, enrolling them as
volunteers and attempting to post on
the shelves nutritional information
intended to help men and women of
advancing years They're also
indulging in certain ethical practices
which could get the chairman of the
board of Safeway or A&P fired
Every item in the store is either "red
tagged" or green tagged " A red tag
on an item means the Common
Market's price isn't competitive and
that the customers can get it cheaper
elsewhere i( they want A green lag
means the Co-op price is the lowest
Customers are also routinely warned
against buying sugar cereals,
cigarettes, soda pop in unrecyclable
cans, bacon, hot dogs and most other
kinds of packaged meats, all items that
are loaded with what many consider
the most dangerous food additives on
the supermarket shelves
Instead ol chemically tainted food.
the Co-op is offering their people young
beef which hasn't been fed dangerous
substances like DES
That requires teaching people to
cook their meat somewhat differently,
but food and health education is an
integral part of most cooperative
enterprises
The reason that Common Market
sells things like cigarettes and Sweetie
Flakes is to lure people inside who're
addicted so they can get a hold of them
and work with them to kick the habit
COMMON MARKET ALONG with a
number of other co-ops is trying to
eliminate the middleman by dealing
directly with ranchers and farmers
Some of the middlemen, however, like
millers and butchers, can't be

eliminated. They serve a better
purpose than injecting colors into foods
to make fruits and vegetables conform
to the idealizations in the advertising
Here in Boston a cooperative
middleman venture has been started
The New England Food Co Op
Organization (NEFCOi does the
buying of produce, grains, dried fruits
and cheeses for about 150 local co-ops
and food-buying clubs
By pooling their purchases through
NEFCO. local groups are able to get
lower prices than they could going
their individual way. especially with
these kinds of items Co-ops have a
much harder time forcing down the
prices of meats and canned goods,
although even when co-op food isn't
cheaper, it is usually better for the
same price.
NEFCO also is interested in directmarketing arrangements with
farmers, but all of these things take
capital investment, the lack of which
stunts the co-op movement's growth
and keeps it restricted to the more
liberal sort of college-educated
consumer who doesn't believe he has
an obligation to contribute to other
people's profits and would prefer to
keep the money himself
The sad thing is that the people who
might most benefit from the co-op
movement haven't even heard of it. or.
if they have, associate it with
homosexuality or Unitarianism
Farm cooperatives were able to
secure the capital they needed through
a special government bank, but
consumer co-ops have never been
given the same access to loans
Art Danforth's organization is
preparing legislation to remedy that,
but with Jerry Ford spending his time
wandering down memory lane so he
can relive the Berlin Airlift with
himsell as hero, who is there to listen''
Copyright. 1975. The Washington PottKing Features Syndicate

senate misses policy target
By J. F. lerHorit
WASHINGTON -It sounded like a
brilliant idea. With the U S entering
the post-Vietnam era, let the Senate
engage in a serious, thoughtful debate
over America's proper defense policy
for the coming years Well, they held
the great debate this week and the
senators blew it

* LISTEN! I'M PIAYIN'OUR SONG!'

Leirers
change
possible

I would like to address this letter to
Mr Hock Ross, who contributed his
opinion and war-time humor to the
readers of the June 3 edition of The 11(1
News
It was my understanding that your
complaint was directed toward the
high percentage of greek people in SG A
and other "influential" organizations
(such as orientation leaders i
It was a little difficult (or me. at
first, to come to this conclusion
because ol your obvious prejudice
toward greeks In reading your letter I
was quite impressed by your use of
statistical data to support your ob
servations about greeks overrunning
the University executive offices and
boards And your fine comparison of
greeks to Nazis illustrates your
knowledge in history
However, what you failed to do was
togetallthelacts
THE REAL reason why over 60 per
cent ol the students on SGA boards are
greek is not because eight ol the nine
members ol the personnel board
committee are also greeks No. it's
because the majority ol the people who
applied for these positions were in
either (raternities or sororities
1 was informed by a member of last
year's personnel board that almost
every person who applied was put on
one or another of the boards This year
every single person who applied was
placed on one of the SGA boards or
University committee positions il
understand you are a member of the
latter i
I took time to do a little research on
involvement of greeks and
independents on this campus and I
came up with some figures that might
be of some interest
Almost 70 per cent of those applying
for SGA board positions were greeks
Another 58 per cent ol those applying
for University committee positions
were greeks
A look at this year's election of SGA
executive officers would find 12 of the
14 people running were greeks
IN TALKING WITH the head of
elections. I found out that the most
heavily voting group percentage wise
were the sorority girls living in houses
1 was also informed that far more
greeks voted in the elections than
independents, despite the fact that the
latter voted right in their dorms, while

the (ormer had to take the trouble of
walking to Conklin or I'rout
The 150 orientation leader openings
brought 204 applicants Forty-two of
the 62 independents that applied were
accepted while 108 of the 142 greeks
were also accepted
In traffic court, the findings were
similiar Once again, the majority of
applications came from greeks
These iindings rest my case Greeks
show more interest in University
governmental positions
I'm sure you and your letter will
draw some verbal harassment from
offended greeks This letter was not
written with that intent
Instead. 1 responded to set the record
straight for the public and you I
respect your motives in supporting the
silent majority, and commend your
great interest in student involvement
However. I suggest that you channel
your energy to a different source
Stimulate interest in your friends
and fellow independents SGA and
other University organizations will not
close their doors lo those people who
want lo become involved
Independents take heed It is you
who can change the situation if you
have the desire
Mark Behlert
194 Sigma Phi Epsilon

survey
comparisons
During the past few weeks, a group
of students surveyed local retailers in
an effort to inform the students of
differences in prices. Stores surveyed
were Kroger's. Centre's. Lawson's,
Great Scot's. Wooster Wine Shop.
Racketeer's. Sterling's. Gray Drugs,
Dorsey's We compared prices of
items that students usually purchase
such as personal articles, food staples
and alcoholic beverages
It was found, contrary to popular
belief, that many of the local stores
price articles comparatively close to
other merchants throughout the state
We found that Kroger's. Great Scot's
and Centre's prices were all about the
same The prices in Dorsey's and
Gray's are similar, but compared to
stores in other parts of the state, their
prices are much higher
After surveying Wooster Wine Shop
and Racketeer's, we found that they
are closely priced on beer and wine but
less closely priced on soft drinks and

orange juice. Racketeer's being a bit
less expensive.
WE ALSO COMPARED two
convenient stores • Lawson's and
Sterling's
We recommend not
patronizing either store unless it is a
necessity These convenient stores
mark up every item except dairy
products, lunch meat and their own
brand of baked goods
Seven ounces of Colgate toothpaste
costs 89 cents at Kroger's and 11.32 at
Lawson's. Puffs tissues cost 47 cents at
Centre and 66 cents at Sterling's. These
local convenient stores seem to be
trying to make as much profit per item
as the public will pay.
Our purpose In this survey is to make
the public aware of existing conditions
Perhaps, people should pay more
attention to where they buy certain
items to avoid excessive costs.
One recommendation could be for
SGA or UAO to set up a committee to
keep a watchful eye on local retailers
and keep the students Informed. As a
final and most drastic measure,
students could boycott overly
expensive stores.
In closing, let us cite one of the most
obvious examples of high prices:
Where would you buy Johnson's Baby
Shampoo if 11 ounces costs S2 04 at
Gray's Drug Store where the same
amount costs $1 44 at Kroger's. but
three and a half ounces costs 95 cents
at Lawson's and only seven ounces
costs |i 68 at the University
Bookstore?
Mark Scheid
Anne Glossa
Cindy Trychel
Ron Kreyenbuhl
Jan Pohlman

greek excuse
I am writing in response to Rock E
Ross' "Rights of the Majority" that
was in the Tuesday i June 31 edition of
The BG News
First of all. Mr Ross complains that
"over 60 per cent of the students on
SGA boards are greek." Well sweetie,
if no one else is interested or wants to
win an elective SGA office, someone
has to fill the office
I feel that if more independents
wanted to fill the SGA offices they
would Most of the student body is just
apathetic about the whole situation,
and just because the majority of SGA
offices happened to be filled by greeks,
so what" At least some people care
about the student government
I also think that it was ignorant on

your part, Mr Ross, to compare and
analogize the greeks to the "Jews
spreading Nazi propaganda " If you
want to attack the greek system do so.
but don't try to attack the greek
system and use the SGA as an excuse
to attack it
Also. I fail to see the humor in
ranking on Sigma Chi and Randy
Hathaway Are you jealous Mr Ross
because you haven't achieved many of
the things that these people ha\ <•"
1 think that you are. and I feel sorry
for you One more point Mr Ross If
you are so enthusiastic and gung-ho
about SGA offices, why don't you hold
one''
Don't use greeks as an excuse
because that's not the problem The
problem Mr Ross, is that most
students just don't give a damn'
Jenni Lind
427 Dunbar

congratulations
To the 1975 college graduates:
President Eisenhower once said that
education is not only the means for
earning a living, but for enlarging life
His words are especially appropriate
for those who complete college
Your generation's candor, sensitivity
and desire for creative involvement
are heartening signs that you will be
doing more than just earning a living
You are graduating in a particularly
difficult year You will be faced with
many uncertainties
But the
opportunities that await you are even
greater than the challenges
IT WILL indeed be within your grasp
to enlarge and enrich life in our
society As you make the decisions that
will shape your course and that of your
country. I hope you will keep in mind
that one person can make a difference.
Times have changed greatly since I
went lo college But looking back on
those days in the context of today's
world. I know that the same optimism
and hope 1 shared with my classmates
is very much alive in you today.
I wani you to know bow much 1
admire your enthusiasm and
determination, and how convinced I
am that you will make a difference for
America.
1 wish each of you the satisfaction
that comes from doing your best at
something you believe in.

Gerald R Ford
Washington, DC.

There was more sham than
substance to the exercise because
basic ingredients were missing from
the equation, wrong questions were
addressed, and some good questions
were deliberately ignored
And so the Senate wound up with a
faulty and deceptively inadequate
record on the big issue in spite of a
crying national need for a cogent
examination and explanation of IS
policy that not only would serve this
country but also would be discernible
to America's allies and adversaries.
Give credit to two liberal Democrats
for engineering the idea-Senators
Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts,
and Alan Cranston of California. They
arranged for two days' time to be set
aside for full exposition of US
national security matters
encompassing, but going well beyond,
consideration of the Pentagon's
proposed $2S billion procurement
request for the coming year
WHAT KIND OF nuclear arsenal
does the U.S. need'' What should be the
size of America's conventional forcesArmy. Navy. Air Force?
Should the Defense Department be
capable of fighting "one and a half"
wars simultaneously--one major
conflict and a small one elsewhere? Or
is that concept outmoded7
Do we need more or fewer troops in
Europe and South Korea7 Are we more
likely to face a long land war in
Europe7 Or would it be a short one.
capped perhaps with a nuclear
exchange7
Can we trust detente with the Soviet
Union and if so, what effect will that
have on US spending for strategic
weapons and conventional forces'' Do
we increase the risk of war by
improving the accuracy and power of
nuclear warheads vis-a-vis the
Soviets?
That gives you some idea of the
scope and nature of questions that
could have been asked in the course of
a genuine debate and. hopefully,
answered to the satisfaction of most
senators. To no one's real surprise, it
didn't turn out that way
THE CONSERVATIVES stuck by
their traditional premise that only a
totally armed America is a safe
America, and that the Pentagon
probably should be spending more, not
less, on every kind of weaponry
Chairman John C. Stennis. of the
Armed Services Committee, set the
tone of the hawks' argument by
declaring that although the Indochina
war is over for the U.S.. "the state of
the world I has! not materially
changed" He portrayed the Soviet
Union as "continuing its inexorable
expansion of forces ''
Just as adamantly, liberal senators
clung to the line that too much defense
spending is as bad as too little because
it forces potential adversaries to
engage in an arms race and consumes
billions of dollars better spent on
meeting America's needs at home.
By setting a peaceful example,
contended Senator George McGovern
of South Dakota, and others. America
could do more to reduce the risk of war
than by arming to the teeth.
What got lost in the debate were

some important aspects long-rooted in
history How can defense weaponry
and strategy be analyzed without
reference to foreign policy and its
increasingly important corollaryinternational economic policy7
WAS INDOCHINA LOST because of
American military inadequacy or the
inability to recognize the depth of the
revolutionary struggle for
independence
from foreign
domination7
At the same time, where would
Western Europe. Japan. Greece and
Israel be today in the absence of US
military might7 And whatever the
shape and size of America's military
machine, its real value for sustaining
peace in the Middle East and
elsewhere will be measured by
American ability to maintain a strong
economy at home and assured supplies
of oil and other forms of energy
Simultaneously, national defense
policy cannot be separated from
domestic politics-at least it has not
been
Lawmakers from states with special
defense projects cannot resist the need
to stand up for their constituents'
interests while suggesting cuts
elsewhere, with minimal regard to
overall defense strategy
Nor is it wise for policymakers to
ignore the political pressures on
defense policy that have been
generated by Greek-American voters
in the case of the dispute over Cyprus,
by Israel's supporters, and by the Arab
oil lobby on the Middle East front.
In short, trying to obtain a "clean"
debate in the Senate on national
military strategy is about as difficult
as trying to develop a "clean" nuclear
warhead There is just no way to
escape the fallout
Copyright. 1»7S. Universal Press
Syndicate Detroit News
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newsnotes

Summer senate
takes up duties,
continues plans

Energy programs
WASHINGTON (AP)
[tod»»CS

Olta. region.

By Rob Arkwrigkt
Sufi Reporter
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Dooald WMIekead. federal co-ekalnnaa of Ike refloaal
romrniantoo. agreed tkal there Is "a federal biai toward
the Watt, where most of the federal resource, agencies
have placed the most money "

Student Government Association's Si; \ regular Stu
dent Senate meetings are
finished for this year, but
summer student senators
are expected to continue
projects begun by the
regular senate group

^^r\ -T7^^^r

Pollution control

V

COLUMBUS i APi A bill permitting direct loans from
the state to private corporations for pollution control and
solid waste disposal projects was approved 8S-2 by the
House yesterday
The measure implements a constitutional amendment
approved by voters last November authorizing the state to
issue bonds to pay (or such projects
The bill cleared the Senate earlier, but must go back to
the upper chamber for consideration of House
amendments
In implementing the constitutional language, the bill
declares that "preservation of jobs" is a justification for
state loans funded by revenue bonds

Ec

Tornado relief
COLUMBUS i APi-The state released another BOO.OOO
in tornado relief funds yesterday but held back another
half million because of fiscal worries.
The state Controlling Board approved a M50.000 relief
grant to Greene County for continuation of its "Project
Onward" jobs program, and 150,000 to the Village of
Kim wood Place near Cincinnati to build a new town hall
But the board said it wouldn't use another $500,000
appropriated by the General Assembly for disaster relief
because of fiscal problems the state faces in the next
bienmum. beginning July 1

Pants theft
PITTSBURGH I API-Three persons, including the
sergeant of arms of the Pennsylvania House of
Representatives, have been arrested in the theft of
5368.219 of Levi-Strauss pants, the FBI announced today
Arrested were Stephen Perrone. 46. of nearby Swissvale.
the sergeant of arms. Albert Veltri. 45. of Darragh in
Westmoreland County and a meat dealer in Hermanie. and
Andrew Marapese. 58. a New Castle contractor
The FBI said all three were arrested in an unidentified
restaurant in Westmoreland County Wednesday night and
were being arraigned this morning before U S District
Magistrate Robert Mitchell
The goods were stolen last Dec 20 from the Southern
Railway Yard in Cincinnati and were being shipped from
Levi-Strauss' plant in Knosville. Tenn . to its plant in
Florence. Ky
The FBI said several thousand pairs of stolen pants
valued at approximately 5185.000 were recovered from a
garage and warehouse in Westmoreland County
Wednesday night

Smash

SGA President W Randall
Hathaway said the duties Of
the five-member summer
senate are to approve SGA
expenditures of over 550 but
not exceeding 10 per cent of
the total SGA budget, to continue existing senate projects and to initiate projects
of their own if the need is
apparent
SGA Coordinator of
Academic Affairs Mary
Helen Framme. who will
serve on summer senate,
said she plans to continue
organizing the proposed academic hotline
She said she hopes to have
the hotline functioning by
the time freshman orientation begins on Sept 21

University students find time between the recent rainstorms to play a game of

STUDENT SENATE
Chairman David Crowl, who
will not serve on summer
senate, said he expects thai

tennis. (Newspheto by Michael Passarello)

summer senators will continue work on such projects
as the proposed shuttle bus
service initialed by Student
Senator Susan Kloos and
construction of mailboxes
started by Student Senator
Mary Foltz
Bradley Bauer and
Virginia McGee. present
senators who will serve in
the summer organization,
were unavailable for
comment, but Crowl said he
believes they will continue
the projects they started
this quarter
Bauer is attempting to
create departmental student
unions and McGee is working on various questionnaireinformation sheets to be distributed to the student body
Summer senator Christopher Tobey, junior IB A I,
said he was not informed
about what is expected of
him
Vicki Lamanna. junior
iH&CSi. was named to
summer senate to replace
David Pocock. soph iB A i.
who decided not to attend
the University this summer
as he had planned
Lamanna, who was
appointed Tuesday, said she
is not sure what projects she
will pursue this summer

Guards, students tell of shooting

Conflicting views given at Kent trial
CLEVELAND IAPI-A federal jury heard
conflicting tales yesterday of the moment
Ohio National Guardsmen opened fire five
years ago on demonstrating students at Kent
State University
A former guard sergeant. Lawrence Shafer
of Ravenna, told the panel of seven women
and six men he shot a student because he
feared for his life as the student rushed
toward him with one hand hidden
Moments later the ex-student. Joseph
Lewis, formerly of Massillon. took the stand
and testified he was standing still when he
was shot

Lewis said the hidden hand had been empty
and demonstrated (or the jury the obscene
gesture, using the middle finger, which he
had been displaying with the other hand as
the firing began

SHAFER. TWICE a defendant as a result
of the May 4. 1970. flareup that left four
students dead and nine others wounded, said

"I FELT that was as far as 1 could go to
express my frustration and anger with (he
guard," he said

he saw the man at whom he pointed his
weapon clutch his stomach and fall to the
ground
He also said he saw students in a "mass
coming up the hill" moments before the
shooting began and that he had seen as many
as 100 persons about 45 feet from the
guardsmen at a corner of a nearby building

THE WFAL GOLDSTRIEE
HAPPENS THIS WEEKEND...
This weekend, strike it rich asTheRockin' 680 gives you
Golden Earring albums, goldfish from The Hutch, golden oldies,
passes to the Golden Arches and other good stuff...
not to mention hours of great gold tunes!

THE PROSFECTS ARE GOOD
ON
WFAL!
Stay with TheRockin'680andwin!

Earlier yesterday, one of the victims
whose wound left him paralyzed below the
waist testified three or four students were
moving toward the guardsman but still were
125 feet away when the 13-second barrage
began
Dean Kahler's testimony came in a 546
million civil damages suit brought by the
wounded and parents of the (our who died
The claims are against Gov James Rhodes,
three former Ohio officials and 40 present or
former guardsmen
Criminal charges brought by a federal
grand jury against eight of the current guard
defendants, including Shafer, were
dismissed last year when a federal judge
ruled the government's evidence was
inadequate

SHAFER SAID he was struck by a brick
while on a practice football field and thought
his arm was broken He said he and "maybe
10" others knelt and pointed their weapons at
students in a nearby parking lot but did not
fire.
Kahler said he was jogging from the field
toward the foot of Blanket Hill as guardsmen
began their retreat from the field toward the
crest o( the hill When guardsmen reached
the crest, they turned and fired
Kahler said he saw about 30 students
moving "in all directions" while guardsmen
headed up the hill and that three or four were
moving toward the guard The defense has
contended a surge of demonstrators toward
the troops set off the shooting

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
PAYS TOP PRICES
FOR YOUR USED TEXTS
BRING 'EM TO:,

STUDENT
BOOK EXCHANGE
530 E. WOOSTER ST.
SBX ALSO PAYS TOP WHOLESALE PRICES ON MARKETABLE
TEXTS NO LONGER USED AT B.G.S.U.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
"More Books For Your Money—More Money For Your Books"

Poa. 4/Th» BG N.wi. FtWoy. *">• 6, 197$

Deposit-returning systems vary
June ii the month when
students itart worrying
■bout inevitable college
hazard! such as final exams,
term papers and (or students living off-campus, getting their security deposits
back
Judging from deposit
systems of seven area apartment managements, two
methods exist of determining whether or not tenants
get back their security
deposits at lease's end
One method has tenants
complete a check list of any

previous damages they find
when moving into their
apartments The management then inspects the
apartment when the tenant
moves out and checks the
damages against the original check list, assessing
the tenants for any damages
not found on the original list
THE OTHER SYSTEM
returns the deposit to the
student if the apartment is
well cleaned and all the furniture and accessories are
intact
Tenants at Cherry Hill VII

HRA denied funds
• From page on*

In a June 4 memorandum to the three HRA members. Dr
Moore replied. "I normally support the student-oriented
General Fee Advisory Committee's recommendations,
unless there is overwhelming and persuasive advice to the
contrary by the Educational Budget Advisory Committee
Yet Dr Moore did differ with ACGr'A's decision when it
came to giving Intercollegiate Athletics a substantial
funding increase. Lachman said
OR. MOORE added that "it is not customary for the
trustees to report their rationale for action not taken unless
they are specifically requested to do so
However. Lachman noted that there was no discussion at
all on the HRA funding issue, according to trustees'
minutes The three HRA members have requested a hearing
before the board during the June 14 trustees' meeting

*
I

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE APTS.
NOW LEASING
FOR ENTIRE SUMMER

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE FEATURES:
w . lull furnished apis
P • central gas air conditioning and heating
with individual apt controls
.v • sliding glass doors to balcony and patio
^ • Gas equipped laundry area available in
each apt building
• patio areas with grills available for each
L building
^ • club house facility featuring indoor
healed pool

1 ,FICE

"""JXSEEI" °
I hrs daily ll?l 15
352-6248 or 352-9378

lage Apartments. 820 Eighth
St., record prior apartment
damages when they move
in. according to management representative Normal
Melepka
When tenants move out of
the apartment, the management checks the apartment
according to the tenant's
previous record. Melepka
said
Edward Carty. manager
of Campus Manor apartments. SOS Clough St. said
tenants received their
deposits back if the apartment was clean and "if
everything was there-like it
was when they came"
Normal wear and tear are
taken into consideration.
Carty said
GREENVIEW Apart
ments. 214 Napoleon Road,
specifies that tenants
receive their deposits "if the
place is well housecleaned."
.ml Stephanie Kosky,
Greenview's management
representative
Cleaning includes details
such as defrosting the
refrigerator, cleaning the
oven and dusting furniture.
Kosky said.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
MANAGEMENT NOW LEASING
FOR ENTIRE SUMMER

I

THURSTIN MANOR
Apartments. 451 Thurstin
St.. stipulates that tenants
receive their security deposits back "as long as they
leave the same conditions as
when they
moved in."
Manager John Ajian said.
An inventory sheet is
filled out at the beginning of
the tenant's lease period, he
said. Management checks
the apartment against the
initial check sheet when the
tenant leaves.
Tenants at the Varsity
Square Apartments. East

WORLDLY
GOODS
SUMMER
CLEARANCE

F0R FULLY FURNISHED APTS

'
705 7th ST
649 6th ST.
650 6th ST
ST.
802 6(h ST
802
6th ST.
"v* «""•»■•
•
1515 E. WOOSTER

HAMPTON HOUSE
BUCKEYE HOUSE
BIRCHWOOD PLACE
M, VERN0N

^(
it
v.
^
^»
HAVEN HOUSE
-|(
MANOR
M
J
The following offer access to the BG ^
Health Spa, swimming pool, whirlpool, ■JJX
sauna and locker room facilities.
^

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. I
Management, 1163 Napoleon Rd.
OFFICE HRS 9 12 and 15 352-9378

Margaret
Haney.
manager at Ridge Manor
Apartments. 224 E. Wooster
St.. said that tenants must
fill out an initial inventory
sheet of all prior damages
Otherwise, the lessee is held
responsible for all damages
When tenants turn in their
keys they also turn In
another check sheet listing
all other damages. Haney
said
Management then checks
the apartments. If there is
no damage. Haney said the
security deposit check is
sent out in two to three
weeks.

j»
C

SALE
15%
OFF

Gypsy Lane Road, also complete an inventory sheet listing previous damages to
their apartments

ment representative from
Winthrop Terrace Apartments. 400 Napoleon Road,
said Winthrop tenants fill
out a check sheet initially.
As the tenant leaves,
management then checks
the condition of the apartment along with the tenant
If the apartment is left
dirty, the tenant is charged
$4 for each hour that a cleaning lady works to clean it
There are other prices
attached to cleaning chores,
such as $15 to clean a dirty
oven, she explained.
"We tell them we'd like
them to leave them (the
apartments I good and get
their security deposits
back. "Guytonsaid

WHEN THE lessee moves
out. the management fills
out an inspection report
based on the initial report
and the present condition of
the apartment, said May
Atkin. Varsity's management representative.
Evaluations then are sent
to Tamaron Company in
Toledo. According to
Tamaron's judgment,
deposit checks are released
along with a letter explaining any deductions made
from the deposit. Atkin said
Maxine Guyton. manage-

MIERNYK'S research
was cited in material
Federal Energy Administrator Frank Zarb submitted to
the House Interior Committee earlier this week to
explain President Ford's
veto.
Zarb. saying the figures
were arrived at in part by
using a formula developed
by Miernyk. told the panel
the bill could result in up to
18.700 strip miners losing
their jobs directly and 15.760
being laid off in other minedependent industries
Interviewed by telephone
in Morgantown. Miernyk
said the administration misread two separate studies he
had made
One was a 1871 study on
the possible effect on West

WASHINGTON (AP)-A
University of West Virginia
professor says the Ford
administration misrepresented his research in claiming that the vetoed stripmining bill would cause
heavy unemployment
The bill actually would
have little effect on employment in the coal fields,
despite administration allegations that it would throw
36.000 persons out of work,
said William Miernyk.
Miernyk. head of the university's Regional Research
Institute at Morgantown. W.
V.i said. "I would disagree
that there are going to be
any job losses I wish people
would use these numbers
properly I hope the record
can beset straight."

APARTMENTS SUMMER OR FALL
ptR PERS0N PER

'35
MONTH • SUMMER
AIR CONDITIONED, TWO BEDROOMS,
BAR B-Q GRILLS, FURNISHED

ON
EVERYTHING
WORLDLY GOODS

Call Delbert 352-7671

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Flay
Putt-Putt
1033 S MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

Clip this coupon!
And get three games tor only SI 00
Eking three friends along Well let
them in on the deal, too
1033 S. MAIN ST,
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

FRIDAY • MCDONALDS DAY • WIN A HAMBURG,
CHEESEBURG OR A FISH SANDWICH BY SCORING A
HOLE IN ONE ON DESIGNATED HOLES. LIMITED ONE
PER CUSTOMER PER DAY.
HOURS OF OPERATION ARE 9 A.M. TILL MIDNIGHT MONDAY THRU SATURDAY. SUNDAY ■ 12 NOON TILL
MIDNIGHT. NOTE: WEATHER PERMITTING.

CALL 353-5566 FOR GROUP RATES

Dollars & Cents

Library hours
The University Library will have extended hours
tomorrow due to finals week The Library will be open
from 8 a m -10 p m

Virginia's economy of completely abolishing strip-mining
The other was a 1867 study
on the relationships between
direct and indirect unemployment resulting from
strip-mining closings
"THE NUMBERS in one
study relate only to West
Virginia and not the nation,"
Miernyk said
He added that the study
concludes there actually
would be a net increase in
employment in West Virginia if all the strip mines
there were closed down--a
conclusion he noted the
administration declined to
mention
The net increase would
come as more deep mines
opened to take up the production slack, he said
"Deep mining is more
labor-intensive than strip
mining, it requires more
miners per ton But in any
case, this studv relates onlv

ABORTION

FALL RENTAL-J65 PER PERSON
ALL UTILITIES PAID EXCEPT ELECTRIC

MONDAY - DOLLAR DAY ■ 9 A.M. UNTIL 6 P.M. PLAY ALL YOU WANT FOR
$1.00 TOURNAMENTS AT 11 A.M., 1 P.M. AND 5 P.M.
TUESDAY - BONUS DAY • BUY A GAME GIVE A GAME CARD • BONUS HOLE
- LADIES PLAY FREE WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY A GENTLEMAN.
WEDNESDAY • TOURNAMENT NITE • TOURNAMENTS AT 7:30 P.M. AND
10:00 P.M. DOUBLE STAMP DAY ON REFUND CARDS
THURSDAY • DOLLAR NITE • 6 P.M. TILL MIDNIGHT. PLAY ALL YOU WANT
FOR $1.00. TOURNAMENTS AT 7 P.M., 9 P.M. AND 11 P.M.

Police beat
George Britto. Naples. Fla . reported Wednesday that he
was visiting a friend at the University when his car was
stolen from Lot 7.
The car. a 1968 Lincoln Continental Mark III. was
recovered from the Portage River on North River Road in
Pemberville by the Wood County Sheriff's Department
Damage to the car has not been determined
Kevin Brown, sophomore 1A&S1. reported that his 10speed Concord bicycle was stolen Wednesday.
The bike, which was locked to a rack on the east side of
Rodger s Quad, was valued at f 100.
Fred Gren. 260 Rodgers. reported that his blue 10-speed
Targa bike valued at 1125. was stolen Wednesday from a
rack on the east side of Rodgers

Ford accused of misjudgement
in vetoing of strip-mining bill

904 E WOOSTER
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HOWARD JOHNSON
RESTAURANT
1628 EAST WOOSTER STREET
presents

A GREAT WAY
TO WIND UP THE YEAR!

"HAPPY HOURS"
4-9 DAILY
featuring
"DYNAMIC ENTERTAINMENT"
9 P.M.-2 A.M. TUESDAY-SATURDAY

LEO PERKINS
THE SHADY LADY SALOON

to West Virginia and would
only apply if strip mining
were completely abolished which this bill doesn't do "'
HE SAID the other study
determined that the total
unemployment caused by
shutting down strip mines
would be equal to 1 8 times
the number of miners who
lost their jobs directly
Thus, if 10 miners lost
their jobs, another eight in
related industries also would
find themselves out of work
Miernyk said
"I wouldn't quarrel with
the appropriate use of that
1 8 multiplier.'' he said
But since there will be zero
unemployment, they should
have multiplied zero by 1 8
Which comes out zero."
He said the administration
took his study "completely
out of context'' in using it to
document its case Zarb s
office had no immediate
comment on Miernyk's
claims
The House is scheduled to
vote on Ford's veto on June
10. A two-thirds vote is
required to override, and
both backers and foes of the
bill predict the vote will be
close
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PLUS THIS 2nd
GREAT DISNEY CO-HIT

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APTS.
For Your Books

Incredlblejouraty
TECMNICOLON-

Clough and Mercer Streets
*—

At The

Bee Gee Book Store
Across From Harshman

Top Prices
For "Drops"
1424 E. Wooster

NOW SHOWING
APTS. FOR SUMMER LEASING
CHOICE LAKEVIEW APTS. AVAILABLE
352-0842

I

SCOTTI

: MUFFLERS
*

TO SEE APTS. CALL

352-0164
or come to office
Apt. 9A - 235 Mercer
(Last Building South on Mercer St.)
**************
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12 plays set for next year

Bicentennial' theatei scheduled
"A Bicentennial Celebration of American Theatre"
will be the theme of next
year's major season of plays
presented by the University
Theatre, according to Dr.
Allen White, associate professor of speech
A 130.000 operating budget
does not allow for 12 major
University productions plus
two summer shows in one
year. Dr White said Therefore, the plays are divided
into a major season and a
showcase season
Major season productions
receive a large budgetary
amount which allows ,i
larger faculty staff to work
on them. Dr White said
These productions generally
have wider appeal than Ike
showcase plays and usually

are held in the Main Auditorium. University Hall
NEXT YEAR'S major
season includes such Amen
can plays as 'Charles II"
(also called "The MerryMonarch "I
"Sherlock
Holmes.""
"Our
Town."
Tiny Alice ' "No Place to
be Somebody.'" and the
musical "Guys and Dolls."
A musical usually is done
every other year. Dr. White
said Since "Kiss Me Kate"
was done this spring, a
musical normally would not
be scheduled for next year
' However, you can't do an
American season without a
musical."
he
said
If
Americans can lay claim to
any (heater form, it's the
musical

The showcase productions
include a show cast entirely
of freshmen and directed by
Dr Allen Kepke associate
dean of the college of arts
and sciences
AMONG THE showcase
productions are "The Killing
of Sister George." "Animal
Farm" la play done in
reader's theater stylei. and
Pegora the Witch." a
children's play
Two plays have not been
announced One is being
written by John Scott, playwright-in-residence
and
another will be directed by
Sandy Perky, a graduate
student
The plays are suggested
and selected by Ihe entire
theater staff, according to

Dr White Directors wishing to do a play have an
opportunity to suggest five
possible selections
Questionnaires also are
circulated by undergraduate
theater majors among students for their play sugges
lions
"We arc constantly keeping up with new material
and plays in the trade
journals. Iir White Said
THE
FACULTY
then
attempts to balance the
season by coordinating the
number
ol
serious and
comedy plays, as well as
mixing period and contemporary plays
The final schedule then is
negotiated by the staff,
which considers the dates of

plays
This
eliminates
having two plays which
require a great deal of costuming or scenery running
too close to each other Dr
White said
In addition to balancing a
season, the theater department also works on a four
year rotation basis In a
four-year period it tries to
produce one play Irom the
major periods,
including
Greek.
Roman.
Shakes
pearean and
Restoration
plays
So it ,i student follows
theater
fairly regularly
throughout his fan years
here." he will see an
example of nearly every
major drama form and lime
period. Dr White explained

Marijuana mishaps on rise
c

•

Thi» youngster could b« getting in en* latt swing at Bowling

**5f**

Gieen Oty Park before lummtr ond the crowd* arrive
(Newsphoto by Lisa Venner)

Computers investigated
in federal spying case
was being used for domestic surveillance
A Defense Department spokesman said the
Pentagon used the linking device for the
exchange of computerized technological
information among universities and other
holders of contracts involving military
projects
The spokesman said he knew of no use of
the
device in exchanging personnel
information and could determine no link-up
with
other
government
agencies,
as
suggested in the NBC report
STAFF MEMBERS of both the Senate and
House select committees established to look
into allegations of widespread government
spying on private citizens were known to be
making independent inquiries into the use of
computer systems
In addition,
other congressional
committees were expressing interest in data
banks
A House government operations sub
committee headed by Rep Bella Abzug i DN Y. i.
held
hearings
Tuesday
into
allegations
that
domestic
military
intelligence files, ordered destroyed in 1970.
instead had been transferred to a computer
network

WASHINGTON
(API -Congressional
investigators
probing
allegations
of
widespread government spying are turning
their attention to the vast network of
computers where federal agencies store
details of the lives of millions of American
citizens.
In several related developments
-Rep John Moss 11) Calif I, chairman of
the House government information subcommittee, moved to block plans for two
massive government data banks, one
controlled by the FBI. the other by the
Department of Agriculture
■■NBC NEWS reported that a technological
breakthrough in computer science had
enabled federal agencies to link different
makes and models of computers so they
could draw on a number od sources to
compile files on millions of Americans
NBC said the breakthrough, developed
within the Department of Defense, would
enable the government to compile swiftly a
file that includes an individual's medical,
credit and tax records, military history and
any information in FBI files
NBC said it had no evidence the system
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MIAMI. Fla (API-Pilots
turned smugglers, some of
them
Vietnam
veterans
flying World War II vintage
airplanes, guide 150 planeloads of marijuana into the
United States each day.
federal officials say
But greed, inexperience of
some smugglers and law
enforcement efforts have
spelled failure for many
missions--a growing number
of which have ended in
crashes and fiery deaths
"The pilots come a dime I
dozen Whether they can fly
is
immaterial."'
said
Jacques Kiere. director of a
federal drug enforcemenl
intelligence agency
Kiere said his K.l Paso.
Tex. Intelligence Center
(EPIC) has reports of 49
pot-laden airplanes crashes
this year, more than in all of
1974

countries but all involved
planes that were connected
with marijuana trafficking
to the United States, he said
To carry their lucrative
cargo,
smugglers
have
turned to the World War II
B25. Lockhead Lodestar and
Constellation aircraft
The bombers can carry
pot in the bomb bays, which
are doubly effective because
if the pilot suspects he is
being followed he can dump
the stuff before we catch up

or just pass over km and
make the delivery without
landing." Kiere said.
"We've arrested quite a
few Vietnam veterans who
had experience kicking rice
bags out of planes in
Vietnam," he said
None of the veterans were
involved in crashes, be
added
IN THE TWO most recent
mishaps, a 1125 loaded with a
ton of marijuana crashed

Tuesday near Dawsonville.
Ga , killing two men.
Two men also died in the
crash of a converted World
War II patrol plane carrying
a ton of marijuana near
Kockwood. Tenn . but week
David
Costa,
deputy
regional director of the
Federal Drug F.nforcement
Agency IDFAI in Miami,
said smugglers chiefly are
importing Columbian and
Mexican marijuana since a
1974 crackdown on pot traf-
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Best wishes
Cindy and Mark

g

- - The BG News staff

MANY OF THE planes
were downed
in other

AL-LYN APARTMENTS
801-803 FIFTH STREET
Model Apt. Bl

2 BDRM UNITS for 3-4 Students
Utilities plus cablevision
paid for by owner except
electric which tenant pays.
Present average electric bill
is $7-9 monthly.

NOW LEASING
Summer Swmmini Pool Privileges

Call lor appointment

CINEMA I
NOW PLAYING
EVE 7:30 • 9:15
SAT. MAT. 2 P.M.
SUN. MAT. 2:15 - 4:00

She became the
Ravaged Victim
of a Century of
Revenge!

For four long years you've played around
Bui beware, cuz the truth's been found.
We've been respectful of the older class.
But now your time has come to pass.
So drink and flame on Friday night.
You can even dance till broad daylight.
But keep in mind with a heavy heart,
The deep, dark secrets which you were a part

BLACK SUNDAY IS COMING

352-4671

CALL
352-5166

$1.00 MATINEES
SAT. & SUN.
CINEMA I 8 II

DELTA ZETA SENIORS:

For Summer & Fall

9

ticking from Jamaica.
The drug retails in this
country for about *300 a
pound and can be bought in
large quantities for SA $10 a
pound in Colombia Costa
said
The rapid growth in recent
years of drug trafficking by
air has proven too vast for
(he handful of federal agen
cies charged with stopping
it. officials say

aesri
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CINEMA II
NOW PLAYING

PUBLIC NOTICE

4TM ft FINAL WEEK
EVE. 7:15 - 9:30
SAT. MAT. 2 P.M.
SUN. MAT. 2:15 - 4:30
"TNI SMASH OF IH! Y(AR

DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR B\ST,FREE*H0T
SUN. THRU THUR. 4:30 p.m. -1 a.m. FRI., SAT. - 4:30 p.m. - 2 a.m.
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THE KING AND HIS LOYAL SHORT SUBJECTS
BAMBI Mr US GODZILLA

THIRD.
SMASH
WEEK

IfCOAd 'Or sPiO"0 Nkf lunnwvt l-tO-1 f>f m»df*

TICKETS $2.50
OR

THANK YOU. MASK MAN
j Loin* Biucr routine

M

ifiimiltd cjfioon

WITH THIS AD
3 for $5.00

ALAN BATES in

KING OF
HEARTS

In jn isolated surreal pocket of WorlJ War I
vend Alan Bates into a highly

unlikely

the British

tiny French' town (o

discover a bomb The townspeople have lied and the inmates
of the local asylum have taken then place The resulting inter
action gives us some ol the mosl enchanting sequences on
li.m When the reality of the reurnmg armies breaks the buUbke
and the inmates have returned to the asylum *e can really
share Bates contusion about which people are really insane
In our opinion KING OF HEARTS ill rare treat tunny and sad
at Ihe same time
This wacky beautiful film has awakened
and turned the move world upside down

become a giant.

THE DEN
CLOSING

julii* i hnstic

n<>!(IH■ h.iu ii

HarjHHB
NOW PLAYING

2ND FUNNY WEEK!

FOR VACATION

EVERYTHING
CLEARANCE PRICED

SAT. 4 SUN. MAT. 2 P.M.
EVES. 7:30 • 9:15

Mel Brooks'

•BL7LZING
SADDLES
from the people who
gave you "The Jazz Singer'

There is line iejson for this phenomenon people love the Ring -

7:30 and 9:30

M TM.ED0 .

wBTWNMNl SrUaHA.47l-.ll7

ALL SEATS
$1.00

r*oo. 6 Th. BC New. Friday, June 6, 197$

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
HKW.WFUOUW
HAVE 10VEP TV HAVE

HADrax

lUHOie

FAMILY OVEK FOP.
CKIHKS. BUT ITS
JUST SO 60L-OlltN£P
g/6. YOUKNOU7

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

HOT THAT THAT'S
BAPORAHmm!

Cop* '7*

UH

1 r™

5

An/rtkt Time»

—i f i rum YUA

7

EXTEMV FAMILIES
ARi TtmFICi XEAUY
GOAT STUFF'

\

I r- I

1

'
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Hang in there Carl - AAG
PHI ETA SIGMA
PICNIC
SATURDAY, JUNE 7

CALL MIKE FOR
DETAILS 2-4151

THE DZ'S ARE PSYCHED
TO WIND-UP THE YEAR
WITH A FLAMIN GOOD TIME!
SEE YOU AT OTSEOO

FOOD & DRINKS FOR ALL

ACROSS
1 Numbers on an
envelope
8 Special phone
set-up
15 Covering
everything
10 Thinker of a
sort
17 Shutting
18 Twister
19 Throw one's
the ring
20 Throng
22 Maxim
23 Born: Fr.
25 Supervisors of
a MII i Abbr.
27 Sticky stuff
30 Small lake
32 In the van
30 An.
37 Riches
38 Parasitic person:
Slang
311 Seashore
Shenomenon
lusky
42 True
43 Weather won)
44
pro nobis
45 Common verbal
contraction
40 Lily pad dweller
47 Miscellanies
48 ". . .
the
queen"
50 Many a time
52 Place for a dart
board?
55 Ignites
57 Attired
Cl "More in sorrow
than
"
03 Child's plea
05 Tell the story

60 Of an eye part
67 Aid
08 How maps are
drawn
DOWN
Prea. Taylor's
nickname
At that place:
Lat.
Novelist's
concern
Term in
t rigometry
Like sheep
Cub Scout's
group
Work units
run, in
baseball
Scents
Student's chore
Swedish county
"
corny as
Kansas in
August . . ."
Nothing: Sp.
Enough, to a
poet
chill factor
Lyric poem
Wearing
sneakers
Miss Garbo
Toil
Characteristic
of Uriah Heep
Plata cry
Not sideways
Market place
Painter of
dancers
Eloquence of
sorts: Phrase
Irish seaport
Light shade

1

9
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1
27

78
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39
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31
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52

)

e
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63

65

56

60

64

66

67

41
4:<
4ft
47
4°
51
52
53
54
56
68
50
«0
62
64

Paulo
Untrammelcd
Search out
Minute
Seven, in Spain
Finger lioard
ridges
cloth
Of one mind:
Abbr.
Ver*e writer
Type
fide
Of an epoch
Printer's term
New Deal
initials
Latest: Prefix
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CAMPI'S CALENDAR

lavtrtc

5239 or 823 7555 after 5

Friday. June6.1975

Congratulations
Lvnne
and
Mark on your 1)/Phi Dell
lavalienng The Sisters ol Delta
Zela

Furnished 3 bednium apt June
15 thru Aug 31 120 mo all util
paid a c. 1 block Irom campus
3525239 or (237555 after 5

13 89 will now buy vou an l.P al
FINDER'S

1 f sum own room in furn
house M2 mo utl paid 352
5994

All Jewish students ,v (acuity invited to celebrate the Sabbath in
Prout Chapel at 6 30 pm
Veterans Club meetinn lor election of new officers Hm 103 BA
Hldn 6pm
Active Christians Today Bible study Mac North Cafe, a m
Saturday. June 7. 1975
Open Photography Lab Km 232Tech Bldg 9am to3pm Open to
the BOSC Academic Community Chemicals are supplied Bring
your own print paper A fee of 150 will be charged to your bursar s
bill for each session

53&S*

Sunday. June 8. 1975
BG KoSutemi Dojo prarlu-e session Hm 201 Hayes Hall. tH p in

•^fo^

BOSU Karate ClubCojukai meet Aud
5.30-7 30pm

St Thomas More Parish.

Worship service. Orthodox Christian Fellowship 6 p m St John s
Episcopal Church. 1505 E Wooster St
Sailing Club meeting Hm 203 Hayes Hall. 7 p.m
Mondav. June 9.1975
Any women interested in competing on the Women's Field Hockev
team in the fall meet in Km 100 Women's Hldg .1 45 pm
Active Christians Today Bible study 603 Clough St 4 p in

, <->•>'

V***
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A truly SUPER deal' Gtl out
BIG one
Supti SheP. with our
regular golden-brown french
fries, and a regular soft drink*

Taih about BIG" deals'You
gtt our triple-deck Big Shot1,
oui lender, regular (ranch (nes
and a regular soil drink
A complete meal'

i.atut t>. Ma**'

Good «•>'( t)1 p»'l i pal -|
" ,r
.■-,., ■, VoJ
- . - .
■ . ■. i <.,. i
.».!'.. It. 0, ti- lonii-,1
• i ' la* .. . - b. -• -

RIDES

$56 mo Near campus. 2-5282

Hide needed to west coast in
June l*refer to leave 6 15 to
t 20 Will share expenses Call
Bill 353 9273

4 subleasors sum qtr 220 E
Merry Own bdrm Make ofler
2-5235

Hide available to California
For more info call 353-4563

Wanted to rent 1 bdrm furn
apt from Aug I thru Sept 12
352 7640 after 5pm

HELP WANTED
Reliable girl to watch baby 2
nights a wk at mv home 352
7187 after June 10
SERVICES OFFERED

•8*
Th.s ■ * ine BIG one A BIG pally
ol ground beef broiled over
open liames seived on a toasled
bun. with lettuce tomato sweet
onion, and melted cheese

Typing done call Elizabeth
before 5 at 372 2416 or 352-0412

alters

* . • to

...

Our Banquet on a Bun'
Two open-flame broiled
beefburgers topped with
melted cheese our special
sauce and chopped lettuce.

- bt »••••'

Good o"i, «i pa'if cii-i
»
y
■• »'■ • • »oo
-*••• .
- I '. ' ' a . t i tv
lati'Ciad bp ia* loit" and
tiaia .. . ...i . b* i r. .

,».-.. a.p.a, tm%H,ltn
l
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An aii-time ia*o'<te' i00 . fresh
ground beei broiled over
open-names topped w-th
melted cheese

IMHM

Transport luggage or packed
cartons New S'ork area \ I I
6:30 Joe Budd 3529169
Abortion Information Service
starting rate 1125 Clinic very
close to area 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by licensed
certified gynecologist Modern
techniques and finest facilities
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect. 24 hour service 1-216631-1557
Decisions'' Need to talk7
Emotional and Material
Pregnancy Aid. 352 6236
(jetting married'' Wedding
Photography bv David McNeill
353-3792

•

•^

^^^

Moving within BII ■ Light
hauling cheap rates Joe Budd
541 30. 352 9169

»$Si

A big U ivonte. only more of it'
Two d« iicious beef patties, each
topped with a langy slice of
cheese

uOOil u~'t ■• Oi'l < OH '■(
$■...• C»ti •.'.....', vam
-- . . p-or. ■ i. i ■...
••
• !■'-'", .- L
■ a'l
'" «•• . a. a ' . r ,
.. .

0"#. „.,>.„, j,^
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WANTED
2 in rmmts to sublet apt for
sum $11X1 each Call 352 4916

,

Subleasors for summer 2 bdrm
$185 mo after 5 call 352-1212 or
353-9643 and ask for Jon

••••••••••••••••••••

I m rmate summer $85 mo
Rich 2-1004
Need 2 f to help sublease house
summer, own room $50 mo 2
1413

at*.-- :
A large golden dsh duel
lopped with melted cheese
fresh cnsp lettuce and ou*
special tartar sauce
on
a toasted bun

Bgs?r
' I*. ,■ >•' s.,. .-

.-,

What a treat' Our large golden
fish fillel sandwich tender
regular trench fries and a
regular soft drink

Congratulations to the gradu
ating brothers of Beta Theta I',
Delbert Lawson Willie Zellei
Jesse Chamberlain. Scott
Dillion. Jim Dunlap. Bill
Barefoot, and Dave Ohl Love,
your little sisses

on.. fataMt^ftk itn

I f rm needed next year
Georgetown apt $70 mo Call
372-5414
4 people to sublease 2 bedroom
apt for summer $60 each air
conditioned 352-5517
1 f needed to sublet (or fall qtr
353-0772
rmate

needed

summer

2 roommates for summer,
grads preferred House close to
campus Own large bedrooms
Call 352-8096
F rmmte needed S College
apt . own room 158 mo 352
1368
1 Im sum qtr . own rin cheap,
close 352 1392
PERSONALS
SI 00 oil on all classical LP's at
FINDER'S
BOARD EXAM Tl'TORINU
Enrollments now being
accepted for the upcomino
MCATLSAT
DAT
GRE
ATGSB-VAT- CPAT-OCAT and
NAT Med Brds For infor
n,.a,on and enrollments call
16141 486-9646 Stanley H Kaplan
Educational Center
1890
Northwest
Blvd
Columbus.
Ohio 43212
Phi Psi's say thanks to all
Greeks who participated in the
Phi Psi-Chi O Bathtub Race
Congrats to Karl t Karen on
your Phi Psi-DG lavaliering "The Brothers''
Phi Psi s wish to congratulate
the Sig Ep s and the ADPi's winners of the Phi Psi - Chi O
Bathtub Race
Celebrate SPRING with the
St. Thomas More singers &
musicians at their concert
tonite at 8 p m in the chapel St Thomas More Your 50<
helps EMPA
Sally-We re all in the family
now I'm so happy to have you
u a "Big" Love ya lots' Your
Chi Omega Ul'Rinda
Record Sale al FINDER'S Li's
art now only B.M.
Hey outstanding Junior I Eileen
Zauner, and outstanding senior
iKathy Hanki of Alpha Xi congrals to you - you should be
so proud • cause I sure am of
you' Foluie
Big Donna-Thanxs (or a
FRATastic hunt Get wound up
for Wmdup DZ Love. 1,1

Stop into FINDER'S and pick
up an I.I' for only 13 89
Summer Scuba starting July 14
to Aug 14. 7-10 p m Mon <r
Thurs Fee 140 includes certii u.,t,on fee A use of equipment
To register contact Continuing
Education Programs at 372
2416

Openings in house near campus
Own bdrm $175 tor summer
353-3933
1 bdrm unfurnished apl to
-uhlvi July & August Ph 352
6884 evenings
Subleasing lurmshed. 2 bedroom apl
1165 mo
util
included 222 N Church St 352
5526
1 bdrm furn apt to lease for
summer i, fall 352-9378
1 bdrm furn apt available
summer Main SI 352 1153

Sam B's carryout sells beer and
wine until 1 a in every night

Now leasing 1 bdrm apis
S1S0 mo Pinehurst Apartments
220 Napoleon Rd 352-1460

Stereo tapes S2 98 each & 2nd
one for half price Also home &
auto components at discount
prices Discount Stereo Tapes
next to Big N

I bdrm apl . furn . close to
campus, married couple
preferred 7l9A3rdSt HO 352
5903

All 17 98 list price 8 track &
cassette tapes onlv 16 39 at
FINDER'S

STUDENTS APTS Summer &
'•'all Ige 2 bdrm furn close to
campus
I'NIVERSITY
VILLAGE APTS 235 Mercer
Kd 352-0164

EBB'S, get psyched (or the tea
Sal Big Brothers Swik Herbie
Werner. All. and Otto

Kooms near campus Fall and
summer rentals 352-7365

Interested in Camp Counseling '
YES Uirls Camp for Mentally
Retarded, six week residential
program For information call
Mrs Paddock , Director > collect 419-865 4186
FOR SALE

2 bedroom apartments near
Towers
Fall rales for 4
students Summer rates lor 2 3
or 4 students 352 7365
Students needed to fill 4 man
apartments at Campus Manor
(or Fall school year 352-9302 or
352-7365 evenings

2 14
Craeger MAUS to fit
anything but B.M Excellent
cond Call Bob 352-H18

Campus Manor 4 man apart
ments Just a few left Ph 3529302 or 352 7365 evenings

1968 Suzuki SOO »375 352 9334

2 bdrm furnished apts a c
leasing for summer & fall
Summer rates call evenings 3533143 and 352 3689

10 sp bicvele for sale I vr old
$50 352-9205
Furniture sale
Delta Zeta
House
Couches,
loveseat.
chairs, drapes, coffee table
lamp June 8-2 00 p in Fur
info . 372-2M7

APARTMENTS
2 bedrooms
furnished 352-4671

72 Honda CB350K4 6000 mi
Orig owner, best ofler 352 1491
Keep calling

Sublease 3 bd
apt
air
conditioned Swimming pool
Call 352-27$$ or 372-1495

Hanimex Praktica w 50mm I
1 8. mint condition $90 00 also
135 mm f 2 8 w Pentax Mount
like new $4000 Mamiya C220
w 80 mm f 2 8. side grip &
deluxe hood & Penta-Prism
finder $175 00. mint condition
Call 352-8848 or 372-3512
68 Dodge Coronet 500 automatic trans. PB. PS. make bid
Call 352-0040
EP1 602 speakers 3 mo old onlv
(or good system 352-1892
72 Honda 450 onlv 3900 mi Best
offer 372II79.
72 Vega 4 sp new engine good
milge Call287-3797alter 3
12 a 60 RiUcralt mobile home
3S2-4946
7 ft Boa Constrictor and big
cage Must sell before finals
352-645$ alter 4 30
m Ford Thunderbird $800 or
make an offer, must sell, owner
going overseas Phone noon to 4
3M-W74.
Pioneer Stereo receiver model
Sx434. Ph. 2524843
FO« RENT
Furnished 1 bedroom apt
summer and or (all all util
paid. 1 block Irom campus 352-

One bdrm apt to sublease
avail Sept 15 352-7092

1 and 2 bedroom apartments
close to campus For more
information call 352 1176 alter 5
2 bedroom furnished mobile
home 10 x 50 w ac available
June 15 Summer only. Thurston
St
opposite Towers, low
summer rate 352 7484
Cheap'' 2 bdrm . ac. cable TV.
utilities pd except elec 5th St
Must sublet' Call 3520929 will
negotiate rent
GREENVIEW
APTS
now
renting (or Summer & Fall
SPECIAL SIMMER RATES
ALL 1 TILITIES PAID INCL
CABLE T V Open Mon -Fn 126. Sal 12-4 Call 352-1H5
521 EAST MERRY Less than
one block from campus 2
bedroom, furnished air conditioned and in excellent condi
Uon Tenants only pay the
electric Is set up for 4 persons
One vacancy left for Fall $74 mi
per person per month
(24 SIXTH STREET Same
setup as above apartments One
vacancy for Fall (6500 per
person per month For more
information call Newlove
Really 353-7381
House to sublease (or summer 2
single. 1 dble bdrm completely
furn. 1 blk from the I'niv . cost
is $220 mo no uUI 372-1278

*
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Levi challenges insurance bill
victim is compensated by
his insurance company for
his actual losses, regardless
of who caused the accident
In testimony before the
Senate Commerce Committee. Levi said that parts of
the bill that are plainly
unconstitutional are those
that would require states to
follow
federal
no-fault
standards and compel certian slate employes, such as
the state insurance commissioner,
to
take certain
actions
"The issue is whether it is
permissible or appropriate
for the Congress to intrude
upon such state sovereignty
as is left by requiring state
agencies and employes to
perform as though they were
federal
instruments
or
employes."
the attorney
general said

WASHINGTON (API-The
constitutionality o( the pending federal no-fault insurance bill was challenged
yesterday by Atty Gen
Edward Levi. who said it
poses a serious danger to the
federal system and to the
sovereignty of the states
Levi also questioned the
wisdom of imposing any
plan for nationally regulated
no-fault insurance now when
many stales are experimenting with their own nofault systems
He acknowledged, however, that the bill could be
rewritten to remove most
constitutional problems and
that questions as to the
wisdom of the concept are
up to Congress
UNDER NO-FAt'LT auto
insurance,
an
accident

Sen Frank Moss iD-l'tahi
and Sen Ted Stevens iRAlaskai said the bill is
intended to preserve the traditional role of the states in
regulating insurance
"THAT UNE of argument
will lull states to their
demise and I don't think the
Supreme Court will permit
it." Levi said
However, he offered to
help draft an amendment
that would
remove the
requirement
tor
state
employes to perform leder
ally-assigned duties "if the
state chooses to go the other
way "
"We're not trying
to
diminish state sovereignty."
Moss said
But we're concerned also
with human values, with

what people are suffering
through
the present
system." of auto insurance
claims being settled through
faultfinding court suits

Stevens said that under
that system. 60 cents of
every auto insurance dollar
goes toward assisting the
victims of accidents

Scott Smith, of Philadelphia, pk>ng*i into
a pool at a
amuiiminl

University jobs open
A limited number of parttime and full-time jobs will
be available this year at the
University,
according
to
John Hayes, director of per
sonnel services
In a recently released
statement.
Hayes
said
between 40 and 50 openings
will be filled Hiring will
take place according to a
priority list
Employes
given
first
chance for the positions will
be the more than 100 fulltime Bowling Green civil
service employes normally
laid off during the summer

whor* h* appaars as
a human torch. Smith
parforms <hm Nary act

due to decreased enrollment
Students
attending
the
University
during
the
summer session will be
given next priority, according to Hayes
The Student Employment
Office
will
make
any
remaining jobs available to
University
students who
were enrolled in at least 12
hours of classes during
spring quarter and who will
be enrolled fall quarter.
Most positions available
are in the University's physical plant operations

twice daily and wears
two wet sweat suits,
hat a flaming, gasoline-soaked
cope
down

Lovers of one of the true
American
music
forms,
jazz, may rejoice this month
with three new releases
featuring old and newmasters of the form
The fifth Weather Report
album was released at the
end of last month, bringing
with it a new meaning to the
word "musician" Weather
Report has worked around a
nucleus of two players with
the group since the very
first-Joe
Zawinul
and
Wayne Shorter
It
was
Zawinul
who
worked
for
years with
Cannonball Adderly on piano
an carried this expertise to
electronic keys Shorter has
been around for many years,
only
recently
receiving
well-deserved acclaim as
one of the best six men
around today

THE

NEW

ALBUM

is

"Tale Spinnin'" (Columbia)
and will continue to place
Weather Report in the ears
of many rock fans as well as
seasoned
jazz
listeners
Both Zawinul and Shorter
may have become "hip" due
to their association with
Miles Davis, but along with
the
group
they
are
considered primary figures
in progressive music in both
jazz and rock circles.
Though Shorter doesn t
write most of the music, his
composition
"Lusitanos"
stands out as the finest cut
of this new album
By
making
total
use
of
Zawinul's arp. organ and

piano. Shorter uses a motif
of five notes throughout the
track that sets a mood of
light yet directed spaciness
Shorter's sax comes sweet
and mellow for the melody
and solos, as well as a duet
with the synthesizer Bells,
cymbals and triangles enter
with other percussion into a
lighter quality than the
music itself
ZAWINUL COMES off as
the more serious of the two.
even though he is most
famous for
Adderley's
Mercy. Mercy. Mercy
His up-tempo "Man in the
Green Shirt" is the best
composition for the record
He plays around and
skates over electric piano,
an instrument he seems
most at home with for most
of this cut As with past
Weather
Report
tunes,
percussion and a moving
feeling prevail.
Zawinul's most serious
work is done on his "Five
Short
Stories"
which
features only himself and
Wayne Shorter on tenor
Again a definite mood is
cast, a pensive one at that
As an ending to the album,
the listener is allowed to
relax and reflect on the
talents of these two giants at
work
HUBERT LAWS. too. has
been around many years as
both a solo performer and
also as one of the best
flutists in the business His
mere appearance on an
album adds a touch of class
to anyone's work His latest
album.
"The Chicago

LAST CHANCE!

Theme'
iCTH.
contains
many types of music that
have become his trademark
over the years
Laws has done many
albums
with
classical
selections, this one being
"Going Home" which was
first a part of Dvorak's
New World'
Symphony
The selection is sparcely
orchestrated behind Laws
butterfly workings with (he
flute, going back and forth
between melody and his own
notes
Hubert Laws also works
well with popular tunes like
Midnight at the Oasis' .
which was more or less a
jazz tune to begin with His
flute almost sings the tune's
lyrics
with
a
definite
feminine
quality,
while
featuring a nice guitar solo
from George Benson

BACKING
PLAYERS.
such as bassist Ron Carter,
guitarist Erie Gale and
others, appear with Laws on
"You Make Me Keel Brand
New." Although this cut
starts out as slow as the

original, it picks up as Laws
does his flute
He's concerned at first
with the melody, getting it
set and making it easier for
Gale's solo to work Laws
returns with more melody
and his own workings in
front of a horn section
featuring Handy and Mike
Brecker

1975 BG News Summer
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high notes as her husband's
violin, even without singing
through an amplifier
While
I'rbamak
and
company
are part
of
European jazz traditions,
titles like "Kuyviak Goes
Funky" are an attempt to
win more acceptance in the
States
This, of course,
extends to the music as
emphasis is placed on the
tempo, even more than
performance of individual
performance As throughout
most of his music, a good
UllMy feeling is kept up

Michael I'rbamak is fairly
new to the American jazz
scene, although he's been
playing throughout Europe
and his native Poland lor
over ten years
As the head man for his
group Fusion,
he has
spotlighted his violin as one
might a lead guitar "Kusion
111" iColumbiai is the new
set from the group doing the
avant garde
in
a
very
acceptable way.

Ursula's

URBANIAK'S violin at
times even sounds like a
guitar and often is used as
one in a group where the
second lead instrument is
his wife's vocals I'rszula
Dudziak's wordless vowel
sounds often reach the same

Posted~106 University Hall

DOMINO'S PIZZA

352-5221
CALL FOR FREE
30 MINUTE DELIVERY

composition

"Craty
Kid''
is
an
unaccompanied voice solo
run
through
electronic
distortion
which
still
contains a very playful
mood This also works as an
intro for "Prehistoric Bird"
which features moog and
Urbamak's violin solos He's
the type of player where it's
hard to tell where the real
violin
ends
and
the
electronic rebirth begins
Through it all Fusion
shows itself to be a most
competent set of musicians

WEEKEND SPECIAL

BLOUSE SALE

hit back and

makes
the
dive
'when thingt get too
hot up there.'
(AP
Wirephoto)

Jazz albums present contrasting styles
Review by
Fraik Jobmoo

Tanas
park,

DOMINO'S WILL BE OPEN
UNTIL 2:00 A.M. EVERY NIGHT
DURING FINALS WEEK

{KAPPA SIGMA-eONGRATULATESf.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

1

IT'S
DREAM GIRL

f

1975-76

OVER 1 50 PIECES
(SOLIDS, COLORS AND PRINTS)

*

1/4 to 1/2 OFF

$ Ruth demons

THE POWDER PUFF 525 Ridge

*

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

*35 per person/month - Summer

*

i

¥*¥

65 per person/month - Fall

THE BROTHERS OF
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

Call Delbert 352-7671

mm ORANGE DOOR

15348 Sandndge Rd.

Phone 352-0030

Featuring

HAPPY HOURS
Daily 2:30-6 «8&
Mon. & Tues. eves. 9-1
and don't forget...
OUR RESTAURANT SERVES
THE BEST CHINESE AND
AMERICAN POOD AROUNDI

SWEETHEART
MISS THERESA HOOVER

12 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR

Corner of N. Main & E. Court

Personal collection of signed pieces by

CHARLES LOLOMA
Presented by
American Indian Jewelry Compony

NEW FROM SAN CARLOS
APACHE RESERVATION
THE NATIVE
PERIDOT

mm

50% off

II M^K.

Turquoise & Silver
American Indian Jewelry

BEHIND BURGER CHEF & MR. ED'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILK & D0RSEY DRUG
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
AIR-CONDITIONED
AIR-CONDITIONED
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES FOR STUDENTS & FAMILIES

GIFTS FOR FATHER'S DAY
and every occasion
The Orange Door

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
THEIR 1975

TIRED OF THE ORDINARY?

REMEMBER
THE REDWOOD!

HO

WE'RE
BACK AGAIN

'
i
'
'
|
'
■
■
-

NEW-MODERN-FURNISHED-CABLE T.V.
2 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS • 5 MIN. WALK DOWNTOWN
25 BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENTS AT YOUR FRONT DOOR
ENTRANCE DOOR SECURED AT ALL TIMES
LARGER FREEZER FOR ADDITIONAL FOOD SAVINGS
INTERCOM BETWEEN APARTMENTS & ENTRANCE
FREE PARKING AT FRONT DOOR
GAS BARBEQUE FOR THE GOURMET COOK
NO CAR REQUIRED. SAVE ON GAS, PARKING & OPERATING COST
WELL LIGHTED STREETS BETWEEN APTS., CAMPUS & SHOPPING AREAS
FRIENDLY HELPFUL LANDLORDS

RAMADAINN
1-75 & Route 20
Perrysburg, Ohio

FRI..SAT..SUN
ONLY
JUNE 6, 7, 8 .
& Sat., 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

2 PERSONS OR FAMILY FROM 440
2 BEDROOM -Vh BATHS

3 PERSONS $60 EACH
4 PERSONS '50 EACH
FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP - GO CAMPUS MANOR
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT ELECTRIC-AIR CONDITIONED BY GAS
MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 4:30 P.M. WEEKDAYS

352-9302
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

SKUSIT y

GUAtDS ON out r

352-7365

Pressure and conflicts affected Vivian
Editor's Hie: The follewl.g If the Ian of • (oar-part
twin abeat former BG hockey coack Jack Vivian,
rarrcaily Ike general manager or Ibe Cleveland Crasaders
By Mike Lesko
With a dismal season drawing lo a close, the Cleveland
Crusaders jusl concluded a practice session a little more
than two months ago
General manager and interim coach Jack Vivian
dismissed his players and slowly skated oil the ice
As he neared the boards, a smile crossed his (ace as he
spotted a Bowling Green hockey player whom he knew (rom
his days at BG
INFORMED THAT THE player was in the process o(
searching (or some sort o( employment. Vivian inquired il
be had any desire lo be 3 coach
"What team could 1 coach''' asked the young man
"How about the Crusaders' Vivian responded with a
grin
Vivian's statement obviously was made in jest, but aiter
what he was subjected to this past season, it's no wonder he
said what he did
The 33-year-old Vivian, who took over as coach o( the
Crusaders midway through the season in addition lo his
duties as general manager. su((ered through a Irustrating
season
A powerhouse on paper be(ore the season, the Crusaders
were nothing more than mediocre mosi o( Ihe year They
(ailed to attract the sizeable crowds they had hoped lor in
their new Coliseum

BUT THE PERPLEXING season (or Vivian and the
Crusaders certainly did not end there.
In one contest with the Indianapolis Racers, a huge brawl
involving both teams erupted on the ice A WHA record (or
the most penalty minutes (228) by two teams in one game
was set The lighting was not limited to the players
The Crusaders were outnumbered by several men due to
injuries, so when the (ighting neared Ihe bench. Vivian
leaned over Ihe boards and threw a (ew punches al one o( Ihe
Racers
Seeing this. Indianapolis coach Gerry Moore raced over
and began scuffling with Vivian. Several punches were
exchanged and. although Vivian's suit was torn, he was
given a split decision by those who observed.

Last of a series
Vivian. Moore and three other players were ejected (rom
the game.
Another time, a (an at the Coliseum poured beer on
Minnesota coach Harry Neale. who promptly led a posse o(
players towards the stands a(ter Ihe culprit
Vivian, (orced to act as the peacemaker, leaped over a
barrier and into the stands to prevent what otherwise could
have been an ugly brawl
AFTER ANOTHER GAME, in which the Crusaders
Differed a (ruslraling setback to one of the league's worst
teams. Vivian, desperate for a solution to his team's

problems. o((ered to resign in the locker room if his players
thought the idea would remedy the situation
The players declined Vivian's idea, saying he was not the
problem Still, nobody could figure out exactly whal the
problem was.
"Absolutely. I (elt a lol of pressure.'' Vivian admitted
"Under no circumstances would I go through it again
another year
"WE DID WHAT WE had to do to keep this organization
going,'1 he explained "The organization has been the
utmost in all our minds Right now. I jusl wouldn't go
through il another year. There's no way I would continue
under the same circumstances.''
Vivian said if he stays on with the Crusaders, it only would
be as general manager
I wasn't satisfied with our team's performance since I
took over as coach." he said. "I'm really not happy with the
job I did as coach."
The Crusaders recently signed former Detroit Red Wings
coach Johnny Wilson to a multi-year pact to coach the club
Vivian said there were conflicts in holding both jobs
I'm very aware o[ every player and his contract because
I've signed the majority of them." he said "They were
aware that I knew and sometimes they might have thought I
was coaching the contract and not the individual But I
thought I handled that pretty well.
"THE BIGGEST CONFLICT. I guess, was just the time

Nehlen adopts 'wear orange'
image for Falcons next season
By Din Gar field
Aiiiitant Sports Editor

orange "everything"-(rom
shirts to hats to signs

Texas Longhorn fans yell
"Hookem Horns" and wear
cowboy hats at their football
games
Oklahoma Sooner fans
wear everything red-hats.
pants and shirts, while fans
at Ohio State drape
themselves in the scarlet
and gray.

"OUR PHILOSOPHY is
hopefully going to be. If you
don't wear orange in Howling Green on Saturday (during the falli. you're not with
if." Nehlen added
Thus, next season will be
dubbed "The year of the
Orange."
Nehlen said the Falcons
definitely will be contenders
next season "and for years
to come "
The B(i mentor, in his
eighth season al the head
post, picks two-time defending champion Miami and
Kent State as the favorites
to take the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) crown
next fall Nevertheless, the
race, in his terms, will be
tight
"Miami and Kent. I think,
are the favorites, and from
there it's a toss-up." Nehlen
said. "This year everyone
except Eastern i Michigan I
is in the running for the
championship "

But what do Falcon fans
wear''

Next year, the Bowling
Green gridders hope
"orange fever" will hit the
campus, the community and
all fans that support BG
football
"We're trying to build up
some school spirit." head
coach Don Nehlen said
"Our coaches have gone out
to speak with students, to
fraternities and sororities,
and I've talked to several
service groups about our
wear orange' idea "
Nehlen said the merchants
in town are planning to stock

NEHLEN
THINKS
incoming Central Michigan,
last year's NCAA Division II
champion, which does not
play BG nor Miami, along
with veterans Ohio
University. Toledo and
Western Michigan also will
be solid contenders
The Falcons play six MAC
contests, which is the
minimum number of games
a school must play to qualify
for the championship The
maximum is eight
Concerning
personnel.
Nehlen said last year's
"green'' players have
emerged as strong
performers at their
respective positions
"We didn't have much
talent last year, but we
came on strong in the latter
part of the season Thanks lo
the Prosak's (All. Smith's
(Doug! and Miller's (Mark),
(all freshmanl. we had a
fine season (6-4-U."
Heading into next fall.
Nehlen said BG should have
an exciting backfield He

The BG New

said he isn't too concerned
with sophomore Dave
Preston's upcoming
accomplishments, because
two backs will share the
running duties next fall.
"Our team has some
veterans, but our backfield
will be all underclassmen,"
Nehlen said "We've got
Danny Saleet back there
helping out Dave tPrestonl
and I think he is one heck of
a runner, too "
Other improvements that
will be needed next year
must come in the receiving
and secondary departmenU.

(actor." be continued "You only have so many hours in a
day and only so much energy to get through those hours.
Sometimes you're not emotionally ready (or the games or a
particular situation that might come up.
"It might have been a lot easier just thinking about one
job." Vivian said "But I was worried about everything
(rom attendance to the bills, promotions and the public
relations part of it. the players and their problems, the new
talent, the scouting system, who we're going to draft next
year-all those things were whirling through my mind at the
same time
"Sometimes it's pretty tough to zero in on specific
problems lhai one cir two players might have." he added "If
I could have. I'm sure the team would have done a little
better because if you get someone's head straightened out.
they'll play a lot better (or you "
REGARDLESS OF THE Crusaders won-losl record.
Vivian knows he did the best job he could
"I often said at Bowling Green that when I close the door
(or the last time, whether I'm thrown out or I walk out. I'll
(eel that I've done the best job that I was capable ol doing
under the circumstances.
"And the same goes (or here." Vivian said 'If I didn't
think I was doing my best. I wouldn't be here I'd quit right
now And we've had some tough circumstances
JACK VIVIAN AND the Crusaders went through quite an
unusual season But any organization that has an intense,
dedicated man like Vivian at the helm is likely to wind up on
top
Just look what he did for Bowling Green
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"OUR RECEIVING corps
has greatly improved."
Nehlen pointed out "And
our secondary got better at
the end of last year and
should be much improved
next fall."
Nehlen isn't talking like
next year will be a
championship season, but if
everything goes along his
expectations, things could
be coming up "orange" for
the Falcons next fall.

Hurons open in Series
By Terry Goodman
Stall Writer
While the baseball
campaign in Falcon country
ended more than two weeks
ago. the season is just
getting into high gear (or
Eastern Michigan
The Hurons. reigning MidAmerican Conference
(MAC) champs, are m
Omaha. Nebraska, awaiting
their opening NCAA College
World Series tilt against
Florida State tomorrow
night
They qualified to play in
the double-elimination
national tournament by
defeating the University o(
Michigan (Big Ten Con(erencel in two of three
outings to capture the
Mideast regional
After splitting the opening
two games, the Hurons
dumped the Wolverines, 2-1.
on May 26. The day before.

Eastern led 2-1 in the ninth
behind the arm of Hob Welch
when the game was called
because of darkness
Eastern came back the
next day with throwing ace
Bob Owchinko 110-1 > to
pocket the win and send the
Hurons to Omaha
ONLY EIGHT clubs
remain in the running for
the national title. The
Hurons. opening with
Florida State, will be
battling the tourney's
favorite
The Seminoles are the topranked team in the nation
and own a 49-8 record
First round matchups
tonight pit Arizona State
against California state
Fullerton and Texas against
Oklahoma
Tomorrow night. South
Carolina pairs up with Seton
Hall before the Hurons

Alum Association
plans Indians day
The University Alumni Association is sponsoring
the fourth annual BG-Indians day at Cleveland
Stadium July It
A doubleheader between the Indians and the
California Angels is scheduled to begin at 5 30 p.m
that Saturday
A "BEHIND-THE-FENCE" party at 3 30 p m also
is planned Beer, pop, sandwiches and other
refreshments will be available and some Indians'
players will be on hand (or autographs
Between games ol the twinbill. the "Great
Wallenda" will perform his walk on the highwire
BOX SEAT TICKETS for this event are open to both
BG alumni and students Normal box seats are $4 50.
but a M ticket will provide box seats and special
admission to the behind the fence parly
Anyone wishing to purchase tickets or wanting
more information can contact the Alumni House or
call 371-21*6

tackle the Seminoles.
IaI

BG post-season diamond
awards, in addition to most
valuable player Dick Selgo.
went to Larry Owen (outstanding offensive player).
Joe Meyer (outstanding
defensive player I and Kip
Young < top pitcher)

Coach Don Purvis
presented utility man Ron
Manser with a special award
for exhibiting the mosi team
spirit and dedication
Twenty players were
recommended for varsity
letters Mike Wood. Dan
Hebel and Selgo led the park
as four-year lettermen.

Spirit

The Falcon football toam was a vary spirited craw lost fall, as this picture
attests. Hoad coach Don Nehlen is hoping that University students and
townspeople will show more enthusiasm next fall for the title-contending BG
squad. A "wear-orange" image is trying to be fabricated by the coaching staff
in hopes of promoting fan spirit. (Mewsphoto by Dan Feicht)

Laxers name captains
By Norm Baker
Staff Writer

midfield second team this
year

Juniors Paul Collins and
Matt Kenny were named as
next year's lacrosse cocaptains at Wednesday's
team banquet
Collins, an East Meadow.
N.Y. product, was voted
first team all-Midwest
midfielder (or the past two
seasons He was the team's
second leading scorer (or
the second straight year as
he tallied 12 goals and 13
assists
Kenny is the team's face
off specialist and was
named to the all-Midwest

IN OTHER awards, senior
.ill American Mike Wilcox
received the most valuable
player award and Dave
Favorite was named as the
team's most improved
player.
The junior midfielder.
who didn't even make the
team's spring trip, scored
three goals in the championship victory over Ohio
Wesleyan.
Receiving a special award
was senior attackman Verne
Zabek. He was awarded a
national outstanding collegi-

ate athlete award
The Westbury, N.Y.
product scored 14 goals and
assisted on 22 others to lead
the team in scoring
ZABEK'S TOTAL of 59
goals and 133 assists stands
as a Falcon all-time record.
Zabek also was named on
the honorable mention all
American team lor the 1*75
season.
Senior Bill Grimes, who
played an integral part in
this year's championship
season but missed the title
game due to a separated
shoulder, was the recipient
o( the coaches' award.

Cavaliers obtain Beard
CLEVELAND (API-The
Cleveland Cavaliers,
completing a trade that gave
them early choices in the
recent National Basketball
Association dralt. obtained
guard Butch Beard (rom
Golden State Wednesday
THE SWAP means a
return to Cleveland (or the
28-year-old starter Beard
played for Atlanta in the
1970-71 season and then was

traded to the Cavs the next
season
Afterward he moved to
Seattle and then to Colden
State, where he was
considered to be a major
(actor in the Warners' push
to the NBA championship.
Last year Beard averaged
12.1 points per game and hit
.521 of his field goals, second
only to Boston's Don Nelson
in the NBA

"AT LEAST now I won't
have to sit around all
summer and worry about
our guard situation." said
Cavs coach Bill Fitch.
The 6-3 Beard was
obtained in a trade that sent
Cavs forward Dwight Davis
to Golden State last week in
return (or the Warriors'
first and second-round draft
picks and "future considerations."

Have a great summer everyone

... The Staff

From one beer lover to another.
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